We report an overfitting issue in recent machine learning formulations of the enhancer-promoter interaction problem arising from the fact that many enhancer-promoter pairs share features. Crossfold validation schemes which eliminate the possibility of overfitting through shared features show markedly reduced ability to predict enhancer-promoter interactions from epigenomic state.
, which means three distinct promoters each interact positively with 7 enhancers and negatively with two enhancers in the training data. When the number of negative and positive EP pairs interacting with a promoter are imbalanced, they can be predicted correctly by overfitting on promoter features. The blue interactions have a 2-fold or greater imbalance (pos>neg) and the red interactions have a 2-fold or greater imbalance (neg>pos), and both red and blue interactions (92% of the data) can be overfit by shared promoter features. test sets, gradient boosting classifiers with a very large number of trees (4000) is able to achieve F1>0.8 with EPW or W features. b) If EP pairs with shared epigenomic features are properly forced to be in the same CV test set by sorting by chromosomal position, the predictive power is only slightly better than random, F1=1/11. c) If EP pairs sharing the same promoter are forced to be the same test sets, EP overfitting is eliminated but some overfitting still occurs through shared window features (W). d,e,f) A similar reduction in performance is observed when removing the potential overfitting in cell line GM12878 with sorted chromosomal CV test sets. 
